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My intrinsic valuation of BKL is $35.70 per share. 

BKL is a profitable, low-risk business that has consistently grown its revenues over the long-term. The stock has fallen from a high of over $36.00 in 2013, to 

a low of around $20.00 due to a reduction in operating margins caused by a combination of pressure from customers and higher costs due to a falling AUD. 

There was also an inventory write-off as BKL ceased producing several poorly performing product lines.  

BKL has responded to these challenges by acquiring Bioceuticals – a range of healthcare products distributed exclusively by natural health care professionals 

(higher margin, lower bargaining power of customers) and continuing to build its Asian business (higher margin, faster revenue growth).  

The growth of the Asian business also helps to create a natural hedge for BKL as the revenues of the Asian business are denominated in the same currency 

as BKL’s primary production inputs. In other words, as the Asian business growth, the risk to margins from currency fluctuations decreases.  

Recent results indicate that the deterioration in margins has stabilized and the stock price has recovered some of its lost ground.  

DISCLOSURE: I currently own shares in BKL (weighted-average purchase price = $27.34). 

The risks to BKL are: 

 Lower margins due to continued pressure by customers (Coles, Woolworths and Chemist Warehouse) to reduce prices. 

 Increased competition from Suisse and Nature’s Way.  

 Threat of substitution – BKL products are better quality and trade at a premium to competitor products. 

 Higher costs and falling margins due to a lower AUD.  

 Poor growth in its Asian operations. 

 Liquidity. BKL has a market capitalization of $570.12m however its free float is very small – $12.17m. Trading volume is very thin, meaning that the 

price can routinely shift by several percent due to a large trade. 

As of the 5th of November 2014, BKL shares were trading at $33.00, representing a: 

 7.53% discount to intrinsic value. 

 Trailing 12-month dividend yield of 3.97% (payout ratio ≈ 85%). 
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DESCRIPTION 

Blackmores Limited (Blackmores) is engaged in the development and sales and marketing of health products for humans and animals, including vitamins, 

herbal and mineral nutritional supplements. The Company has operations in Australia, New Zealand and Asia. The Company's subsidiaries include 

Blackmores Nominees Pty Limited, Pat Health Limited, Blackmores China, Blackmores (Taiwan) Limited, Pure Animal Wellbeing Pty Limited and Blackmores 

(New Zealand) Limited. 

PRICE HISTORY 

 

 

BKL is currently trading at $33.00. Operating margins have fallen in recent years due to pressure from customers. Its two largest customers (presumably 

Coles and Woolworths) accounted for 31.8% of sales in 2014. This triggered a fall in price from around $36 per share down to $20 in 2013. 

The company responded by acquiring Bioceuticals and continuing to build its Asian business. Recent results indicate that the deterioration in margins has 

stabilized and the stock price has recovered some of its lost ground.  
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COST OF CAPITAL 

Rather than use a regression beta, I estimated my own bottom-up beta. I did this by:  
1. Breaking down BKL’s revenue by geographical region (80.8% Australia, 19.2% Asia)  

2. Looking up the global industry average unlevered beta for the food processing industry = 0.66 (supplied in the FCFF model and calculated annually 
by Damodaran).  

3. Apply leverage (including operating leases).  
 
The result was a levered beta of 0.72, which is higher than the regression beta of 0.1681 (estimated by Thompson Reuters).  
 
For my risk free rate (RFR), I’ve used the 10-year Australian Commonwealth Government Bond yield of 3.32%.  
 
I’ve assumed a 5% equity risk premium (ERP) which is reasonable for a AAA-rated developed market country such as Australia.  
The result is a cost of equity (CoE) of 7.12%.  
 
Calculating the cost of debt (CoD) proved to be a little trickier. I did this by using the synthetic debt rating worksheet included in the FCFF spreadsheet to:  

1. Calculate BKL’s interest coverage ratio (EBIT/Interest Expense + cost of operating leases) = 8.85 times.  

2. Translate BKL’s interest coverage ratio into a debt rating. All other things being equal, companies with an interest coverage ratio of 8.85 typically 
have an A1/A+ credit rating.  

3. Figure out an implied credit spread. The average credit default spread (CDS) for companies with a A1/A+ credit rating is 0.85% (supplied in the FCFF 
model and calculated annually by Damodaran).  

4. Add 0.85% CDS to the RFR to get the pre-tax cost of debt  

5. Multiply the pre-tax cost of debt by 1 – company tax rate to get the after tax cost of debt.  
 
The cost of capital (CoC) equals 6.66% and is simply the weighted-average of the cost of equity and the cost of debt. 
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EXPECTED GROWTH  
 
Earnings growth is driven by a combination of:  

 Sales growth  

 Improving margins  

 Reinvestment, where ROIC>CoC  
 
The FCFF model requires estimates for each growth driver. I decided to start with:  

 Revenue growth of 9%.  

 Target EBIT margin of 12%.  

 Sales-to-capital ratio in-line with the global industry average (supplied in the FCFF model and calculated annually by Damodaran) and BKL’s recent 
history = 2.0%.  

 
Revenue growth over the last year was 6.2%. Average revenue growth over the last 6 years is 11.8% per annum.  
 
The majority of BKL’s revenues come from its core Australian operations (approximately 63.8%) with the rest coming from Bioceuticals (13.3%) and 
Asia/Other (22.8%). Revenue growth for the core business over the last year was 5.9%, while revenue growth for Asia/Other was 9%.  
 
I’ve assumed a revenue growth of 9% for two reasons. Firstly, I’m expecting that the revenue share from the faster-growing Asia will become a larger 
portion of overall revenue over time, increasing the overall level of revenue growth. Secondly, I’m assuming that revenue growth for the Australian core 
business will improve slightly, moving back towards BKL’ longer-term average revenue growth.   
 
BKLs operating margin has averaged 14.97% per annum over the last 6 years. The margin has fallen over the last 2 years and is currently 11.47% (2014). This 
was due to pressure from customers (Coles, Woolworths and Chemist Warehouse) on BKL to drop its prices. BKL has sought to offset weakening margins in 
its core Australian business by acquiring Bioceuticals and continuing to grow its Asian operations (both of which have higher margins). The early indications 
are that this strategy appears to be working. To be conservative, I’ve assumed that BKL’s operating margin will stabilize at 12%.  
  
The sales-to-capital measures the amount of reinvestment that BKL will make to maintain and grow the business. The global average for the food and 

grocery business is 2.09%. In 2014 BKL’s sales-to-capital ratio was 2.49%. All other things being equal, the higher the ratio, the better as it means the 

company is efficient at translating capital investment into revenues. To be conservative, I have assumed a 2% sales-to-capital ratio.  
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STABLE GROWTH  
 
I made the following stable growth (from year 10 into perpetuity) assumptions for BKL:  
 

 Revenue growth rate will fade from 9% in year 5 down to the risk free rate (3.32%) in year 10.  

 Debt ratio will fall over time.  

 Tax rate = company tax rate over the long-term (30%) 

 Long-term cost of capital assumed to increase to 7.18%  

 Long-term return on capital = cost of capital.  

 Reinvestment in the business = 46.2%  
 
It’s logical to expect that, in the long-term, BKL’s sales growth rate will not exceed the growth rate of the overall economy. And the risk free rate usually 
tracks GDP growth over the long-term. This could prove to be an overly-conservative assumption as BKL’s historical sales growth has exceeded GDP growth. 
 
I’ve assumed that BKL’s debt-to-capital ratio will fall overtime as BKL repays the debt that was used to fund the Bioceuticals acquisition. Prior to the 
acquisition, BKL was run with a conservative level of gearing and management have signalled their intention to progressively reduce the level of debt on the 
balance sheet. 
 
BKL’s current effective tax rate (27.3%) is slightly lower than the company tax rate (30%). To be on the safe side, I’ve assumed that BKL will pay the company 
tax rate in the future.  
 
My long-term cost of capital (7.12%) is slightly lower than its current cost of capital (6.66%). This reflects the assumption that BKL will be 100% equity 
funded in the future; an overly conservative assumption since it’s likely that the BKL will continue to use a small amount of leverage. 
 
It is impossible to predict whether or not BKL will have a significant competitive advantage in the future, so I’ve decided to be conservative and assume that 
the long-term return on capital (7.12%) is equal to the cost of capital (7.12%). This may prove to be an overly conservative assumption as BKL has 
historically been a very profitable business.  
 
Revenue growth (3.32%) divided by the cost of capital (7.18%) provides the reinvestment rate of 46.2% 
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VALUATION  

Putting this all together, I get a value of $35.70 per share. The stock is currently trading at a 7.53% discount to my intrinsic valuation (current share price as 

of 05/11/2014 is $33.00). 

 

 

Base year 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Terminal year

Revenue growth rate 9.00% 9.00% 9.00% 9.00% 9.00% 7.86% 6.73% 5.59% 4.46% 3.32% 3.32%

Revenues 346,760.00$  377,968.40$  411,985.56$  449,064.26$  489,480.04$  533,533.24$  575,490.30$  614,209.28$  648,555.87$  677,455.52$  699,947.04$  723,185.28$  

EBIT (Operating) margin 13.05% 12.94% 12.84% 12.73% 12.63% 12.52% 12.42% 12.31% 12.21% 12.10% 12.00% 12.00%

EBIT (Operating income) 45,235.96$    48,912.10$    52,883.53$    57,173.63$    61,807.59$    66,812.56$    71,465.13$    75,631.25$    79,182.60$    82,002.82$    83,993.64$    86,782.23$    

Tax rate 27.30% 27.30% 27.30% 27.30% 27.30% 27.30% 27.84% 28.38% 28.92% 29.46% 30.00% 30.00%

EBIT(1-t) 32,886.54$    35,559.09$    38,446.32$    41,565.23$    44,934.12$    48,572.73$    51,569.23$    54,167.10$    56,282.99$    57,844.79$    58,795.55$    60,747.56$    

 - Reinvestment 15,604.20$    17,008.58$    18,539.35$    20,207.89$    22,026.60$    20,978.53$    19,359.49$    17,173.29$    14,449.82$    11,245.76$    28,089.40$    

FCFF 19,954.89$    21,437.75$    23,025.88$    24,726.23$    26,546.13$    30,590.71$    34,807.61$    39,109.70$    43,394.97$    47,549.79$    32,658.16$    

NOL -$               -$               -$               -$               -$               -$               -$               -$               -$               -$               -$               -$               

Cost of capital 6.67% 6.67% 6.67% 6.67% 6.67% 6.77% 6.87% 6.97% 7.08% 7.18% 7.18%

Cumulated discount factor 0.9375 0.8789 0.8240 0.7725 0.7242 0.6783 0.6347 0.5933 0.5541 0.5170

PV(FCFF) 18,707.72$    18,841.79$    18,972.77$    19,100.47$    19,224.67$    20,749.18$    22,091.33$    23,203.39$    24,044.11$    24,581.27$    

Terminal cash flow 32,658.16$    

Terminal cost of capital 7.18%

Terminal value 846,066.35$  

PV(Terminal value) 437,381.15$  

PV (CF over next 10 years) 209,516.72$  

Sum of PV 646,897.87$  

Probability of failure = 0.00%

Proceeds if firm fails = $323,448.94

Value of operating assets = 646,897.87$  

 - Debt 59,796.88$    

 - Minority interests -$               

 +  Cash 18,599.00$    

 + Non-operating assets -$               

Value of equity 605,700.00$  

 - Value of options $0.00

Value of equity in common stock 605,700.00$  

Number of shares 16,972.00      

Estimated value /share 35.69$           

Price 33.00$           

Price as % of value 92.47%
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BKL has issued equity options to senior management. I’ve chosen to ignore these options in my calculations. They are few in number and should therefore 
have a minimal impact on the share price.  
 


